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Executive Summary
Low domestic prices for fossil energy are part of the social contract in Iran. All layers of society and the
economy are used to enjoy the benefits of abundant and cheap energy, what induces wasteful
consumption and ever-increasing energy intensity. The government artificially sustains the low levels
of energy prices. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), Iran holds a top position in the
IEA-ranking of the countries with the highest absolute fossil fuel subsidies calculated by the price-gap
method. Especially the missing revenues for the Iranian state by not selling the energy according to
the “real” opportunity costs of supply in combination with the already tight government budget caused
the government to an ad-hoc increase in gasoline prices in November 2019.
Although price increases were regularly discussed and stated in the national development plans, they
kept on being postponed. Furthermore, the government did not communicate the size and the timing
of the price increases to the broader public. As a result, most Iranians were surprised by the sudden
price increases. Together with an already existing dissatisfaction because of the rising inflation, the
energy price increases by the Iranian government triggered social unrest around the country. Firms
and households both expected the energy prices to stay low as it had been the case for the last years.
They based their major economic decisions – for example in which technology to invest – on these
expectations. Thus, many were caught off guard by the rapid rise in prices, with no time to adjust to
the changing economic conditions. Nonetheless, increasing energy prices in Iran is inevitable to reduce
energy intensity and to achieve Iran’s social, economic and environmental goals.
Policymakers face the challenge of raising energy prices, while at the same time giving firms and
households the information and time to adjust to the changing economic conditions. This paper
addresses this challenge by suggesting an instrument borrowed from monetary policy: Forward
Guidance. Forward guidance is a communication tool used by central banks to provide information
about the future path of monetary policy. Transferring its logic to energy price reforms, forward
guidance serves as a golden middle-way: communicating future price changes will prepare firms and
households for price increases and enable them to mitigate the negative effects since they have time
to adjust business plans and household consumption levels. Inducing behavioural adjustments already
in the short-term through the management of expectations would allow the government to gradually
phase-out subsidies and smoothly increase prices, while avoiding a sudden, large social impact.
Based on the success factors of forward guidance and learnings from other energy price reforms,
lessons on three dimensions were identified:






Establishing trust and long-term credibility: Along with the implementation of an energy price
reform, a strategy for gaining the public’s trust and establishing credibility should be developed
to steer behavioural changes in the economy and society. This can be achieved through binding
and verifiable commitments, transparency and broad communication. Additionally, by
providing transparency and credibly committing to a policy over the long term, firms and
individuals’ reluctance to engage in long-term energy efficiency investments can be overcome.
For Iran, energy prices of neighbouring countries could initially serve as a target and provide
the economy and households with a clear time frame for achieving it.
Framing price reforms: A comprehensive communication campaign aiming at raising
awareness about the negative effects of subsidies for the economy and the benefits of the
price reform encourages the public’s support of the policy, reduces perceptions of unfair
treatment and increases the willingness to pay for energy.
Complementing policy measures: The government should use part of the increased revenues
to fund special investment programs to improve energy efficiency in households and firms.
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1 Introduction
Iran’s energy subsidies are among the highest worldwide
The persistently high energy intensity of the Iranian economy presents an obstacle towards achieving
Iran’s social, economic and environmental goals. One key reason for the high energy intensity is that
low domestic fossil energy prices induce inefficient use of energy.
The low prices are sustained by government subsidies. For 2018 the International Energy Agency (IEA)
estimates Iran’s energy subsidies at 844 US-Dollar per capita which are equivalent to 15,3 % of GDP.
Since many years, Iran holds a top position in the IEA-ranking of the countries with the highest absolute
fossil fuel subsidies calculated by the price-gap method1 as can be seen in Figure 1 (International
Energy Agency 2019).
Figure 1: Fossil Fuel Subsidies by Country, 2018

Source: IEA fossil fuel subsidies database, own illustration

The recent surprising rise in gasoline prices caused social unrest…

1

The International Energy Agency (IEA) uses the so-called price-gap (or pre-tax) method of estimating energy
subsidies. It is explicitly based on the economic principle that efficient prices should reflect opportunity costs.
According to the price-gap method, any price below opportunity cost (or supply cost) constitutes a subsidy.
The price-gap approach is the most commonly used method of quantifying consumption subsidies in the
literature (Kaplow, 2009; Clements and others, 2014). Furthermore, the IEA is widely respected as one of the
most authoritative sources of global energy analysis.
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Economic sanctions imposed by the USA on Iran, a sluggish domestic economy and sharply declining
government revenues made it increasingly difficult for the government to ignore the high opportunity
costs2 from artificially keeping energy prices low. As a result, on November 15th 2019, the Iranian
government suddenly increased state-controlled gasoline prices, which triggered social unrest and
protests throughout the country.
Both households and firms were surprised by the unexpected increase in energy prices since their
previous consumption and investment decisions had been based on the assumption of constantly low
energy prices. Even though nominal prices had been increased before in the course of the Targeted
Subsidies Reform of 2010, these increases in nominal prices were less than the inflation rates so that
real energy prices decreased over the last years (see Figure 2 for gasoline prices). As a result, especially
firms were incentivized to develop business plans and invest in technologies without really considering
energy-efficiency investments due to the everlasting low energy prices.
Figure 2: Gasoline Prices 2005-2016 (IRR/L) in Nominal and Real Terms, 2010 -2020

Source: Ministry of Petroleum, Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran, own illustration

…but is inevitable in the long-term
Nevertheless, gasoline and diesel prices in Iran remain substantially lower than in all of Iran’s
neighbouring countries (Figure 3). Further price increases will be necessary to reduce the opportunity
costs missed by the government and recover the government’s financial position. However, price
increases should be communicated as part of a long-term framework, so that firms and households
have enough time and options to adjust to these changes.

2 In economics, opportunity costs represent the potential benefits when choosing one alternative

over another.
Even if energy prices are not sustained by direct investments, energy prices that do not reflect the opportunity
costs of supply. For internationally traded goods, such as petroleum products, the supply cost is the
international export price. If domestic prices would be closer to the export prices, the additional revenue could
be used for spending on infrastructure, education and health.
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Figure 3: Gasoline and diesel prices in Iran and neighbouring countries, January 2020

Source: www.globalpetrolprices.com, own illustration

Rising energy prices will spur investments in energy efficiency, change energy consumption patterns
and contribute to a more resilient economy. The sharper the price increase, the stronger the incentives
for quick adjustments.
Purpose and Outline of this paper: Reduce this dilemma by using Forward Guidance
The key question is thus how to trigger significant and sustained behavioural adjustments to rising
energy prices without imposing an excessive burden on households and firms. This paper provides an
analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of sharp versus gradual price increases. The analysis is
based on the idea of an instrument borrowed from modern monetary policy – Forward Guidance –
which is used to shape and manage market actors’ expectations of future interest rates and hence
prices, thereby guiding their actions. We transfer this logic to the communication of energy price
reforms in Iran. We complement the analysis with learnings from other countries in communicating
price increases.

2 Energy Price Reforms: Sudden or Gradual Increase?
Economists have long debated the optimal implementation of energy price reforms. Should energy
prices be increased overnight or gradually? The sudden-increase approach favours price reforms to be
implemented as quickly as possible, whereas others support a gradual approach (Lenger 2008).
The sudden approach advocates ‘ripping off the band-aid quickly’
Arguments in support of a sudden approach emphasize that price signals must be meaningful to induce
behavioural changes by market actors and to reduce energy demand effectively. Lessons from other
countries show that sudden price increases caused consumers to rapidly reduce their energy
consumption and to implement energy efficiency measures. Industries accounted for the new prices
in their investment decisions. Although non-viable industries had to close, economic growth was
positively affected in the long-run (Stuggins 2013). Compared to a gradual approach, recoveries after
a negative price shock are expected to be faster. Even though economic growth may fall more rapidly
due to the sudden energy price increase, it will also recover more rapidly as behavioural adjustments
and energy efficiency measures are also realized more quickly (Wei 1997).
3
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Additional arguments were made by the architects of the 2010 Iranian subsidy reform. They argued
that inflation would quickly erode small price increases in real terms (El-Katiri and Fattouh 2017).
Furthermore, a front-loaded reform is supposed to free the government’s budget for compensatory
cash transfers. Supporters of a sudden approach often advocate these compensatory cash transfers as
they can ease the burden of the reform’s losers and thus “buy” their acceptance (Lenger 2008).
A gradual reform takes into account the social costs and consumption alternatives
Supporters of a gradual approach first and foremost seek to avoid an excessive reduction in living
standards that will particularly affect low-income households. Furthermore, gradual adjustments are
meant to allow consumers and businesses to adapt to the new reality of higher energy prices more
slowly. New industries emerge while old industries close; consumers can adjust their energy
consumption and invest in energy efficiency measures (Lenger 2008).
The gradual approach also has advantages in terms of the political feasibility of reforms. Rapid
adjustments often lead to popular discontent (Lenger 2008). Gradualists argue that their approach can
reduce the risk of being blocked by a large opposition. Especially when the outcomes of reform are
uncertain to the public, a sequential and more gradual approach can be beneficial (Wei 1997).
Is there a compromise?
Both approaches – the sudden and the gradual price increases – pose advantages and disadvantages.
We argue that the instrument of ‘forward guidance’ combines the best of both worlds, i.e. gradually
increases prices, but induces meaningful behavioural adjustments in the short-term.

3 The Golden Middle Way: The Instrument Forward Guidance
Forward guidance is a central bank’s practice of communicating the future path of monetary policy
The term “forward guidance” refers in its initial meaning to a central banks’ practice of communicating
the future path of monetary policy. This instrument was widely adopted in the aftermath of the 2008
global financial crisis. Before the introduction of forward guidance, central banks reduced their
communication largely to explaining ex-post the rationale behind the already implemented monetary
policies. Therefore, monetary policy decisions were associated with a lack of transparency and the
capability to surprise markets. However, due to the events of the financial crisis, central banks across
the globe started to introduce forward guidance as a new policy and communication tool to reduce
market uncertainty and stimulate the economy.
Forward guidance steers consumption and investment behaviour by shaping expectations
In the context of monetary policy, the central bank specifies nominal interest rates depending on
several macroeconomic indicators such as the inflation rate, the output of an economy and long-term
real interest rates. Lowering interest rates generally works as a stimulus for the economy because,
first, consumers tend to increase their spending as saving gets less attractive and, second, financing
investments becomes less costly for businesses. If the central bank cannot lower policy rates further
(mostly when they are close to zero), the bank can resort to forward guidance to stimulate the
economy. By communicating the future monetary policy path, e.g. saying that the interest rates will
remain low for a pre-defined period, central banks can influence the public’s expectations. Through
this alignment of market participants’ and policymakers’ expectations, long-term interest rates
decrease and positively influence investment and consumption (den Haan 2013).
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The implementation of forward guidance as a policy tool increases the transparency and predictability
of a central bank’s monetary policy. By providing insights into the future development of policy
decisions, uncertainty in financial markets is reduced. Moreover, by being transparent, shocks to the
economy due to unanticipated changes in monetary policy are mitigated. Hence, forward guidance
offers more transparency, supports central banks’ accountability and reduces agents’ uncertainty
about the future.
Two forms of forward guidance are distinguished. Vague forward guidance usually aims to reduce
uncertainty but stays ambiguous in its statements. Contrary to this, specific forward guidance involves
a statement committing the central bank to a certain course of action, e.g. by making a statement
about the monetary policy path for specific calendar dates or by including a numerical target or
threshold for specific macroeconomic variables.
The concept of forward guidance may be adapted to the pricing of energy products
The logic behind forward guidance is straight forward and can be adapted to energy price reforms as
well (see Figure 4): Prices today depend (almost solely) on people’s expectations of the future
development of prices. Thus, a government policy aimed at phasing out energy subsidies could
announce the future development of energy prices by using forward guidance. This helps agents to
anticipate price developments and align their consumption and investment behaviour accordingly. This
tool of communication serves as a compromise: communicating price changes will prepare consumers
and investors and will mitigate the shock when the actual price change occurs as they had time to
adjust.
Figure 4: Functioning of forward guidance in the context of energy price reforms

Source: own illustration

4 Success Factors and Learnings
Based on the success factors of forward guidance and case studies from previous energy price reforms,
we derive key ingredients for communicating energy price reforms in the following section.

5
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4.1

Establish Trust and Long-Term Credibility

Forward guidance is most effective when policies are credible and transparent
Forward guidance aims at influencing market expectations. However, it only has an impact if the public
believes that the statements made are eventually executed. This applies to energy price reforms as
well. Thus, credibility is a big issue, but how can a government influence its credibility?
People are more likely to be persuaded if the source of information is perceived as credible (Bubsy,
Flynn und Druckman 2018).


Credibility in policy-making depends on showing expertise, goodwill and being transparent
(Teven 2008).



Providing information on price determinants can support the public’s understanding of price
reforms. Consumers tend to underestimate the real price of a good and attribute high costs to
increased profits rather than higher supplier costs (Bolton, Warlop und Alba 2003). Especially
in the context of subsidies, the public is usually not fully aware of the magnitude of price
subsidies and its negative impacts (e.g. inefficiency, energy intensity, pollution, limited fiscal
space) as not all subsidies are displayed in the fiscal budget. Thus, energy price reform will lead
to the perception of unfair pricing if not accompanied by information on subsidies and real
supplier costs (IMF 2013).



The making and keeping of binding commitments can also enhance credibility. For example,
pursuing an announced policy course independent of political elections is key for the
effectiveness of central banks’ monetary policy. Additionally, the top-rated factor for central
banks’ credibility is that it has fulfilled its previous promises (Blinder 1999). Using binding and
concrete statements in forward guidance is therefore expected to build trust.

A communication strategy focussing on the long-term induces changes in consumer and firm behaviour
Uncertainty about the future can lead consumers and firms to only consider short-term developments.
Moreover, individuals only adapt to expected energy price changes if they believe them to happen in
the long-term. Studies have shown that investments in energy efficiency are not made at all if there
exist uncertainties about the development of future energy prices (Alberini, Banfi und Ramseier 2011).
Under uncertainty investors will stick with the status quo, as it appears less costly than making
irreversible investments.
By providing a long-term, continuous communication strategy that provides credible signals about
future energy price developments, uncertainty can be reduced and long-term investments in energy
efficiency can be supported. Coenen et al. (2017) empirically confirm this conclusion: investigating the
effectiveness of central bank communication, they find that forward guidance providing information
over a long-horizon is more effective.
Lessons for Iran:
 Any energy price reform should be embedded in a comprehensive communication strategy
aiming to be transparent and credible, and thereby earn the population’s trust.
 Raising the public’s awareness about the negative effects of energy subsidies, perceptions
of price unfairness can be reduced.
 Credibility can be improved by making and keeping binding and verifiable commitments that
can be monitored by outsiders.
 A communication strategy with a long-term horizon and a clear objective is most effective
and reduces the individual’s myopia.

6
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4.2

Framing Price Reforms Positively

Embed energy price increase in tangible improvements for consumers and firms
Subsidies negatively affect the quality of the infrastructure since low revenues result in a shortage of
capital, causing underinvestment and a lack of maintenance along the supply chain3. Supporting a price
reform with an improvement in the access to and the availability of energy can increase the public’s
willingness to pay more for a better quality of energy supply (IMF 2013). Hence, gaining something
tangible and attributable to the reform can lead to higher public support.
Positively framing the reform can increase acceptance among the public
Kahneman and Tversky (2010) introduced the framing effect in psychology and economics. Depending
on the wording and framing of a situation, it can have different effects on the decision-making process
of an individual. This is also true for energy price reforms: Research has confirmed that the willingness
to pay for higher prices is linked to the overall purpose of the increase, as well as to the benefits arising
from it, i.e. its positive connotations (Kallbekken and Sælen 2011). Lockwood (2011) showed, for
example, that framing a renewable energy policy as a means to increase energy security gains more
support than framing it as a response to climate change (Drews and van den Bergh 2015).
Lessons for Iran:
 Tangible improvements in service quality help people to accept higher energy prices.
 Public attitudes towards price reforms can be influenced by framing the communication
towards the benefits of the reform.

4.3

Complement the Reform with an Integrated Strategic Approach

Establish an overall energy efficiency strategy and promote energy efficiency
Energy efficiency measures should be promoted as a compensation mechanism for higher prices.
Moshiri (2013) confirms that “energy efficiency should be the most important objective of [an] energy
reform, as it will ensure lower consumption and more national savings and higher growth in the longrun.” To change the behaviour of individuals towards more energy-efficient consumption patterns, the
government should provide funding measures and investments to improve energy efficiency and
changing consumer incentives. Furthermore, raising energy prices is just a first step in changing the
market structures in the energy market where prices reflect the result of a market mechanism rather
than an administrative decision.
Lessons for Iran:
 Inform market players about the upcoming financial burden and train them to consume and
produce more energy efficiently.
 Provide public infrastructure and support private investments that create more energyefficient options.

3 Everyone can smell plenty of gas leaks in the urban distribution grids in Iran.
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5 Conclusions and Policy Recommendations for Iran
Iran still maintains the highest fossil energy subsidies in the world. The dire development of the Iranian
economy shows that excessive subsidisation is turning into an unbearable burden. We strongly
recommend Iran to end this situation and to gradually switch to market prices. Given the recent decline
in international oil markets, the current situation provides an opportunity to introduce such changes.
Experience has shown that energy price increases can lead to social unrest. Thus, while prices need to
increase, households and firms need enough time to prepare and adjust to these changes.
To avoid sudden price increases, while still inducing meaningful behavioural adjustments by market
participants, we recommend considering the learnings from forward guidance in the communication
of future price reforms in Iran. The logic is straight forward: if individuals are convinced by the
policymakers' promise to raise energy prices in the future, they will adapt to them today. This is
especially true for long-term investment decisions such as energy efficiency investments. The changed
consumption and investment behaviour will lead to higher energy efficiency today even if prices are
not increased until tomorrow. This gradual phasing out of subsidies will simultaneously free fiscal
budgets that can be spent on education programmes and social safety measures (see Figure 4).
Based on the success factors of forward guidance and insights from previous energy price reforms, it
is essential to ensure that Iran develops a long-term communication strategy on energy price reforms
that makes clear and verifiable statements on the future development of energy prices in Iran.
Communicating a concrete energy price goal will help to steer people’s expectations. For example, Iran
could use one of its neighbouring countries’ fuel prices, for example in Iraq, as a target value and
provide the population with a clear time frame for achieving it. This would also enhance the credibility
of the price signal as it is easily verifiable by the public. Furthermore, by implementing a long-term and
continuous communication strategy that provides credible signals about future price developments,
uncertainty can be reduced and long-term investments in energy efficiency can be effectively
supported.
To gain the public’s understanding, being transparent regarding fiscal expenditures on energy
subsidies and their adverse effects can be part of the solution. When people internalize the budget
pressure of high subsidies, they may be less prone to perceive price increases as unfair. Also, the price
increases should be accompanied by an integrated long-term strategy on energy efficiency that focuses
on incentivizing behavioural consumption and investment changes by market participants on the one
hand and improvements in the overall service quality of the energy provision on the other hand.
All in all, higher energy prices can be communicated to the public. Looking at the low energy prices in
Iran, this would be the most effective way to bring about energy efficiency.

8
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Appendix
About IREEMA
Iran belongs to the top ten greenhouse gases emitting countries in the world and the Iranian economy
is the most energy intensive of all oil and gas producing nations. Domestic energy tariffs are set by
administrative decree far below export market prices. Over the last decade, the energy productivity in
Iran declined further. Iranian policy makers are aware of the need to the increase energy efficiency of
the economy.
With the adoption of the Article 12 of the “Law on elimination of barriers to competitiveness and
improving the country’s financial system” the legal basis was created for specific economic incentives
for energy efficiency investments. Because the implementation mechanism is still to be developed,
investment projects have not yet been implemented on a large scale.
The IREEMA project shall support Iran’s Vice-Presidency for Science and Technology to implement an
integrated energy efficiency market in practice.
The project therefore aims at developing together with the responsible Iranian stakeholders an
efficient implementation mechanism and to lower transaction costs for potential investors. In addition,
the project aims at testing this approach in practice by developing the huge energy efficiency potential
in the country in two main areas: the gas sector with special focus on the South Pars Special Economic
Energy Zone (PSEEZ) in Assaluyeh and the sustainable energy supply in selected rural pilot areas. In
case of necessity, adjustments of the implementation mechanism will be suggested accordingly to
ensure proper functioning. The implementation mechanism shall become the corner stone of the
integrated market for energy efficiency in Iran. Such a functioning mechanism could foster the
implementation of Iran’s INDC and even raise the ambitions of policy makers.

IREEMA
c/o DIW Econ GmbH
Mohrenstraße 58
10117 Berlin, Germany
Project Manager: Dr. Lars Handrich
Tel: +49 (30) 2060 9720
Fax: +49 (30) 2060 97299
service@ireema.com
www.ireema.com
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درباره IREEMA
ایران در لیست  ۱۰کشور دارای بیشترین انتشار دی اکسیدکربن به جو
قرار دارد و در میان تولیدکنندگان نفت و گاز ،شدت انرژی اقتصاد
ایران از همه بیشتر است .با اینحال ،تعرفه های داخلی حامل های انرژی
توسط دولت و به صورت یارانه ای معین می گردد .تعرفه های حاملهای
انرژی در ایران بسیار پایین تر از قیمت صادراتی آنهاست .از این رو،
در طی دهه گذشته ،بهره وری انرژی در ایران به شدت افت کرده و دولت
به اهمیت بهینه سازی مصرف انرژی پی برده است.
با تصویب ماده  ۱۲قانون «رفع موانع تولید رقابت پذیر
مالی کشور» بستر قانونی مشوقهای مالی برای سرمایه
بهینه سازی انرژي فراهم گشته ولی ازآنجا که ساز و
این مشوق ها هنوز پیاده سازی نشدهاند ،تاکنون سرمایه
این زمینه صورت نگرفته است.

و ارتقاء نظام
گذاری در امر
کارهای اجرایی
گذاری خاصی در

پروژه ی  ،IREEMAمعاونت علمی و فنآوری ریاست جمهوری ایران را در
راستای ایجاد و توسعه ساز و کار بازار متمرکز بهینه سازی انرژي
حمایت میکند.
لذا هدف این پروژه و ذینفعان مسوول ،این است که در نهایت ،ساز و
کاری موثر و دارای کمترین هزینه جانبی ،برای سرمایه گذاران بالقوه
فراهم گردد .بعالوه این پروژه در نظر دارد که رویکرد به دست آمده
را به صورت عملی مورد آزمون قرار دهد؛ بدین صورت که پتانسیل بزرگ
بالقوه بهینه سازی انرژی را در دو عرصه مهم اجرایی نماید :یک ،در
بخش گاز با تمرکز بر منطقه ویژه اقتصادی انرژي عسلویه؛ و دو ،در
بخش تامین پایدار انرژی در مناطق پایلوت روستایی منتخب .بر این
اساس و در صورت نیاز ،ساز و کار ایجاد شده با پروژههای واقعی سنجیده
شده و در جهت رسیدن به بهترین شیوه و عملکرد ،تغییرات الزم ایجاد
می گردد .اجرای این مکانیسم ،بنیان بازار متمرکز بهینه سازی انرژی
را شکل خواهد داد و چنین ساز و کار موثری می تواند به ایران در
اجرای اهداف  INDCتوافقنامه پاریس و به سیاست گذاران در رسیدن به
اهداف بلند پروازانه بهرهوری انرژي کمک رساند.
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Overview on Published Technical Notes and Policy Papers
Policy Papers
Policy Paper 1: Market-based instruments for energy efficiency worldwide – Review
Policy Paper 2: Energy Efficiency Funds: Insights from international experience
Policy Paper 3: Energy Efficiency Program in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Policy Paper 4: Review of Experiences of Energy Efficiency Program in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Policy Paper 5: Market for Energy Efficiency & Environment (M3E) – Energy Efficiency Program in the
Islamic Republic of Iran
Policy Paper 6: Fundamentals of Bylaw on M3E and its Compatibility with Development Strategies

Technical Notes
Technical Note No. 1: The benefits of guidelines for project implementation in the M3E
Technical Note No. 2: Establishing an MRV system in accordance with the rules of the market for energy
efficiency and environment (M3E)
Technical Note No. 3: Eligibility criteria for projects in the M3E
Technical Note No. 4: A draft scheme for project implementation in the Market for Energy Efficiency
and Environment (M3E)
Technical Note No. 5: Trade in energy savings: Overview on the mechanisms of Article 12 and the M3E
Technical Note Nr. 6: Energy Efficiency and Environment Market (M3E): Players and Their Roles
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